HoverMatt® Single-Patient Use

The number one choice of hospitals for lateral patient transfers now offers the added convenience of disposability in the Single-Patient Use HoverMatt® transfer mattress. The inflatable transfer mattress works just like the reusable HoverMatt® air transfer system, using a cushion of air that enables caregivers to safely transfer patients without lifting or straining. By eliminating injuries related to lateral transfers and repositioning, the Single-Patient Use HoverMatt® can help improve staff retention while meeting legislative guidelines for safe patient handling.

HoverMatt® Single-Patient Use System Benefits:

- Improves patient safety and comfort during transfers
- Reduces skin shear and bruising
-Eliminates reprocessing (no laundering)
- Ideal for use in any patient care department
- Radiolucent/MRI compatible
- No weight limit
- Significantly reduces the possibility of cross contamination
- Reduces costs and logistics associated with reprocessing
- Powerful, portable air supply provides rapid inflation
- Can be used as a vertical sling with a lift capacity of 272 kg (600 lbs.)
  (when used with HoverTech’s Morgue Solution)
**Product Specifications**

**Material Specs**
- Sewn construction
- Top: Non-Woven Polypropylene Fiber
- Bottom: Nylon Fabric
- Latex Free
- Water Soluble Perimeter thread (120°) – Thread in sewn handles is NOT Water Soluble

**Available in Two Sizes**
- 863mm W x 1981mm L (34" W x 78" L) – HM34SPU
- 990mm W x 1981mm L (39" W x 78" L) – HM39SPU

**HM34SPU & HM39SPU Per Package**
- 10 per box

**Compatible with current HoverMatt Air Supply**

**Patent Pending**

*If a Single-Patient Use HoverMatt® transfer mattress is laundered, it will no longer inflate when connected to the air supply. The “DO NOT WASH” label at the foot-end of the product will dissolve and state, “DISCARD IMMEDIATELY.”*